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BBC - Illustration for Podcasting campaign for BBC Media Action in Zambia
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BBC - Illustration for Multimedia Awareness campaign for BBC Media Action in Ukraine
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Tendai would never 
leave her phone behind. 

Bip...

Could this have come 
from one of Tendai’s 
t-shirts? 

I don’t recall.

Tendai’s phone may hold a clue 
to her disappearance. 

I wish my friend Nushi were 
here. She is studying 
computer science. 

What's this?Endelevu International Airport

police 
station

Deputy Police 
Superintendent, 

Macky Kufuor

I am getting very tired of 
your meddling. Mind your 
own business – or else!

An angry voice 
message is no proof 
of a kidnapping. Come 
back if your friend 
doesn’t turn up in the 
next few days.

Kasili Elephant 
Sanctuary

plaster

It looks like it is 
going to be up to us 
to find Tendai.

I am into 
Tendai’s 
phone!

Someone left 
this message four 
days ago.

I am getting very 
tired of your 
meddling. Mind 
your own business 
– or else!

No, I don’t. It’s 
time we reported 
Tendai missing to 
the police.

It sounds like a 
man’s voice. Do you 
recognize it?

IN AKINA’S 
DORM ROOM

Good idea. Let’s ask 
her – but, first, we 
shall need a DNA 
sample from Tendai 
for comparison. 

We need to prove that 
Tendai was taken against 
her will. Perhaps my 
biochemistry professor 
could extract DNA samples 
from this torn cloth? 

This plaster cast works 
like a fingerprint. We can 
compare these tyre tread 
marks with those on any 
vehicle we suspect of 
having abducted Tendai.

UNESCO - Illustration for  a comic book on biosphere reserves



the elefant 
tusks!

We have 
lost 
them!

We can still trace 
Thomas and Maria 
via the GPS on 
their necklaces.

Not necessarily! 

Any news?

Still no 
sign of her.  

Thanks for 
coming, guys, 
at such short 
notice.

next daylater 
that day

Guys, I think my 
friend Tendai has 
been kidnapped. 

I need your help.

We are on 
our way!

Maria

Ahmed Nushi

Thomas

Endelevu International Airport

These tyre tracks look pretty 
fresh. 

If only my friend Ahmed were 
here. He might be able to 
identify the make of vihicle

UNESCO - Illustration for  a comic book on biosphere reserves



BASIC INCOME
COGRESS 

Poster design and 
illustration for the Basic 
Income Congress held in 
Lisbon in 2017



ReliefWeb - Illustration for a DH Network journal

March
2022

Mitigating physical risk posed 
by (education) technology:

To children in 
displacement 
situations

October 2022    |    11

Methodology

To answer the question around improving data connectivity through unique identifiers, the authors 

relied on a two-tiered approach using a purposeful literature review and semi-structured interviews. The 

qualitative methodology serves to understand and interpret context-bound realities and perceptions 

in the humanitarian field.8 By interviewing a wide range of experts in the field, the research synthesizes 

different viewpoints from the global geospatial community. The interviews’ semi-structured nature 

allows for open-ended discussions that can bring in new themes and related concerns or ideas. Hence, 

applying data collection instruments sensitive to underlying meanings offers a holistic perspective on the 

barriers for universal identifiers.9 Therefore, this paper showcases missed opportunities as well as success 

stories and, if applicable, it proposes new ways to code and join boundaries for information sharing. The 

constructivist lens enables an in-depth analysis of how different actors construct their data and respective 

spatial boundaries. 

Due to the complexity of international data-exchange processes and administrative landscapes, this 

methodology is found to be the most appropriate for generating strategies for improved usage of unique 

identifiers such as P-codes.  

The research limits its scope regarding addressing alternate geospatial coding systems in the humanitarian 

sector, as well as their adoption in the development field. We encourage further review or case studies. 

8 Merriam, S. B., & Tisdell, E. J. (2015). Qualitative research: a guide to design and implementation. John Wiley & Sons.

9 Gray, D.E. (2014). Doing Research in the Real World. London: SAGE.
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October 
2022

Identifying places:

Improving data
connectivity through
unique identifiers

October 2022    |    15

Despite the collaborative environment of P-codes’ origin, thereafter the codes were often implemented 

in relatively closed systems, stayed in organizational silos and too often developed only at the immediate 

onset of a disaster. Through the advocacy and training by UNOCHA and MapAction, and the Inter-Agency 

Standing Committee’s Guidelines Common Operational Datasets (CODs) in Disaster Preparedness and Response 
24,  the IM community has gradually increased its awareness and use of P-codes in recent decades.25  

With increasing preparedness measures in place, as showcased by the 2006 earthquake in Yogyakarta, 

Indonesia, P-codes have found their way into the mainstream discourse on resilience strategies.26 

 

Further improvements have been made since the establishment of the Humanitarian Data Exchange 

[platform] and the incorporation of P-codes into selected datasets.27  P-codes are now consistently found 

in Administrative Boundary CODs (COD-ABs) and Population Statistics CODs (COD-PSs). Their use is 

encouraged for alternate geographic data sources and any potentially associated humanitarian dataset.

 

Nevertheless, P-codes remain predominantly used by humanitarians rather than being owned and 

developed by Governments and development organizations in advance of a crisis. Numerous practitioners 

criticize a lack of inter-agency inclusion in the process of establishing P-codes, and they point out that 

communities may be further marginalized if not accounted for correctly.28  Thus, it is paramount to always 

consider the political dimension of defining spaces and geographic boundaries. Analysing success stories 

and missed opportunities of unique identifiers can help navigate this process. Although P-codes are not a 

one-size-fits-all approach, there seems to be a consensus that lessons learned from their application can 

draw a map for a joint approach to inclusive and efficient geospatial data exchange. 

 

24 IASC (2010). Guidelines Common Operational Datasets (CODs) in Disaster Preparedness and Response.

25 Interview with Nick McWilliam.

26 Interview with Neil Bauman.

27 Interview with Leo Martine.

28 Interview with Alan Mills.
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In such cases, “recognizing when to step back is also important.”51  It is an act of humility to understand that 

sometimes “there [is] nothing we [can] do better than what they [the affected populations] do.52

“We’ll never be successful in isolation.”

— Ben Webster

51 Interview with Emily Black, 31 May 2022.

52 Ibid.



Zoi Environment Network - Illustration for InforMea

InforMEA - The United Nations 
Information Portal on Multilateral 
Environmental Agreements

For further information visit 
www.informea.org

Or contact us at ikm@un.org 

InforMEA is a one-stop portal for information on 
Multilateral Environmental Agreements – or MEAs – 
searchable by key terms across treaty texts, COP decisions, 
national plans and reports, laws, court decisions and more. 

The initiative behind InforMEA is co-chaired by UNEP and 

CITES and brings together 22 MEA Secretariats hosted by 

5 UN organizations and IUCN, in addition to observers and 

partners.  InforMEA is facilitated by UNEP and financially 

supported by the European Union.

The MEAs contributing to InforMEA cut across 

environmental issue areas, from Chemicals and Waste 

(Basel, Rotterdam, Stockholm, and Minamata Conventions); 

to Biodiversity (CBD); Trade in Wildlife (CITES); Plants 

(IPPC and Plant Treaty); Ozone (Vienna Convention); 

Wetlands (Ramsar Convention); Migratory Species 

(CMS); World Heritage (UNESCO-WHC); Deserts (UNCCD); 

Climate Change (UNFCCC and Paris Agreement); Marine 

and Freshwater (Regional Seas Conventions, UNCLOS, 

and Water Convention) and Environmental Governance 

(Aarhus Convention and Escazu Agreement).

Action Funded by 
the European Union
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Zoi Environment Network - Illustration for 
InforMea course on gender



MDF East Timor - Illustration for informational African swine fever campaign

Oinsá proteje 
imi-nia fahi hosi
Moras Fahi Afrika
(African Swine Fever – ASF)
Koñese no prevene ASF

4

Asaun hirak-ne’e sei tulun fahi atu moris no prevene sira atu labele hetan ASF no moras sira seluk.

1. Sulan imi-nia fahi iha luhan             
Luhan nahe ho sementi

Taka luhan nia kakuluk para bele fo mahon ba fahi sira

Hamós fahi nia hahán no hemu-fatin

Hamós ka fase fahi luhan atu hasai hahan restu no fahi ten 

Ideál liu mak se imi bele konstrui fosa (tanke halibur foer sira) 

Asaun hirak-ne’e sei hadi’a ijiene fahi nian.

Oinsá mantein imi-nia fahi 
atu bele seguru:

6

3. Pratika bioseguransa nebé diak   

Hili ema ida atu tau-matan ba 
imi-nia fahi. Ema ne’e mak hein 
fahi no fó-han sira, fo hari’is sira 
no hamós luhan.

Ema ida hein fahi ne’e tenke iha instrumentu 
espesífiku, ekipamentu hamoos no fó-han, 
roupa no botas sira.

• Hamoos ekipamentus sira ne’e iha 
kualkér tempu wainhira imi uza hotu ona, 
MOLOK bá besik iha luhan, no mantein 
sira ketaketak hosi ekipamentu seluk

• Labele uza ekipamentus hirak-ne’e ba 
kualkér atividade seluk

Labele husik ema seluk ruma – inklui 
vizitante ka animál sira seluk – besik ba luhan. 

2m

Labele permite kareta, kamioneta 
ka bisikleta ruma besik ba luhan.

Asaun hirak-ne’e sei proteje imi nia fahi hosi ema seluk ka fahi sira seluk. 
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27
Number of 

presentations delivered 
to a policy audience

Ratio of male 
to female

6,421,000
Total third-party funding received

1,411
Number of media 

clippings

61
Number of 
events

119
Number of staff 

41
Number of 
nationalities

26
Number of 

different donors

Collaboration, Outreach & Communications

Financial Sustainability

Institutional Culture

64% 

36% 

UN University -  infographic design/illustration for annual numbers

33 
Projects 

36
Publications in 

international peer-
reviewed journals 

21
Research-oriented 
working papers, book 
chapters, etc.

24
Students joining 
the JM in 2022 

232 
Students who have 

joined the JM since it 
started in 2013 

30
Graduates from the JM 

42
Education/trainings 

Research, Education & Capacity Building

21
Number of 

policy-relevant 
events

17
Number of 
policy-relevant 
publications

Policy Impact

25
Number of 

activities with 
UN agencies

4
Number of 
publications with 
UN partners

Service to the UN System
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All that Jazz - Poster illustration



Storm - Poster illustration
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Roses de Llobregat - Package design and illustration



VIDA

Textil illustration for Vida 
Studio



Textil illustration for Vida 
Studio



Konstanzer Künstlerinnen - Advent calendar illustration



7 8

When I eat the cherries, he does not want 

any, but looks at me as I spit the cherry pits 

into a bowl, and sniffs occasionally.

sniff

sniff

MANNY 

MANNY, Illustration and 
story for a children’s book 
(unpublished)



3 4

When  I  walk across the field to school.

MANNY 

MANNY, Illustration and story 
for a children’s book



THE KAISER ALBUM - Verlag J Frank, Berlin 

illustrations for The Kaiser 
Album,  written by Jan 
Kuhlbrodt, published with 
Verlaghaus Berlin, Germany



THE KAISER ALBUM 



THE KAISER ALBUM 



WITCHES 

2nd Place Prize at the Sharjah 
Reading Festival, Sharjah 2016

AWARD



ALICE

illustrations for Alice’s sister. 
Exhibited in the Sharjah 
Reading Festival, Sharjah, UAE 
2018



ALICE 



EL MUSEO

AWARD



EL MUSEO - Editorial Mediavaca, Valencia

Part of the El Museo book, published by 
MediaVaca, Valencia. El Museo received Ragazzi 
New Horizons award at the Bologna 2019 Book fair.



UNTITLED 



Arliquino postcard 
illustration



THE VEGGIE SUSHI CROC 

Short comic for Illustoria 
children’s magazine



WHERE THE BUTTERFLIES GO - Light House Press, Paris

Where the butterflies go, 
written by Jakob Straub, first 
published with Lighthouse 
publishing in e-book format



WHERE THE BUTTERFLIES GO



ALL THAT JAZZ 

illustrations for All that Jazz. 
Exhibited in the Sharjah 
Reading Festival, Sharjah 2017



ALL THAT JAZZ 

illustrations for All that Jazz. 
Exhibited in the Sharjah 
Reading Festival, Sharjah 2017



STAYING UP LATE - Key Colours, Belgium

This book was exhibited as a 
finalist in Key Colours exhibition 
at the Het Kunstuur Hasselt, 
Belgium



STAYING UP LATE - Key Colours, Belgium



MOLE & FROG - New Star Press, China



The sea monkeys & the whale - book illustration

The Sea Monkeys 
& 

the Whale



and at night instead of rading, they fell asleep in 
each others’ arms to the sound of the waves.

The sea monkeys & the whale - book illustration



LIFE+DEATH

Illustration for Life+Death 
group exhbition created for 
Invicta Publishing, Porto, 
Portugal



FANTASMO

Exhibited in the 
Sharjah Reading 
Festival, Sharjah 2013



GATHER MAGAZINE

Magazine Illustration for 
2Communique ad agency



THE WALK - Dar Lugar

illustrations for Dar Lugar,  
a cultural magazine, 
Barcelona, Spain.



THE WALK 



BLACK FILM 
FESTIVAL 

Poster proposal 
for Montreal 
Intenational Black 
Film Festival



ICT GROUP

Illustration proposal for a 
corporate Russian avant-garde 
themed calendar 2013



Theater  - exhibition, Wasserturm Stromeyersdorf Konstanz, 2018



Theater  - exhibition, Wasserturm Stromeyersdorf Konstanz, 2018



WE ALL SCREAM FOR ICE CREAM

the lone horsback riderthe lone horsback rider the sunday walkers

the sunday walkers

Illustration for ‘We all 
scream for ice cream’ 
exhibtion together with 
Turbot Design Ceramics, 
Barcelona, Spain

the pirate



WE ALL SCREAM FOR ICE CREAM

the zebra

the jazz player

the lonely whale

Illustration for ‘We all 
scream for ice cream’ 
exhibtion together with 
Turbot Design Ceramics, 
Barcelona, Spain
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57

Sometimes, the letter “A/a” makes a “long” sound, like in “plane.”  
Circle all the objects that make a “long a” sound. Fun with lOng A/a

S
c

ie
n

c
e

211

Animals with feathers are birds. Circle all the birds you see.Finding BiRdS

Illustration created 
for educational books 
for K-6 grade levels, in 
collaboration with WS 
Publishing

K-6 eduction - illustration for educational materials , San Diego, CA 2012



NYC SERIES



CITY

Illustration for a 
collaborative online project 
Barcelona, Spain



City - collaborative series, Barcelona
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